A primary experience of conventional fractionated three-dimensional conformal partial breast irradiation for early-stage breast cancer
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Abstract. Recently, a number of clinical trials assessing partial breast irradiation (PBI), in particular accelerated partial breast irradiation, have been conducted in patients with early-stage breast cancer after breast-conserving surgery in Europe and the US. By contrast, PBI is rarely performed in Eastern countries. In general, there are many physiological differences between Eastern and Western populations, and whether PBI is suitable for Eastern populations remains uncertain. Moreover, PBI is still in the stage of clinical research, and numerous questions have yet to be resolved. Thus, we designed a PBI trial to explore its feasibility and effectiveness for Eastern patients. According to the study criteria, 12 patients were enrolled between June 2003 and March 2007. Using three-dimensional conformal partial breast irradiation, they received a conventional fraction of 2 Gy/fraction/day, 5 fractions/week, DT60 Gy. According to follow-up data collected in August 2010, the rates of local recurrence and distant metastasis were 0%. The most common adverse reactions included grade 2 radioactive erythema in 2 (17%) cases and pigment deposition in 10 (83%). The results revealed that the patients exhibited good local tumor control, with minor adverse reactions and satisfactory cosmetic results. More samples and long-term observations are required to further assess the validity and feasibility of PBI.

Introduction

Traditionally, patients undergoing breast-conserving surgery (BCS) receive standard whole breast irradiation (WBI) (1-3). However, patients with early-stage breast cancer are a heterogeneous group, with a variable risk and pattern of recurrence. Accordingly, alternative treatment options besides conventional WBI should be available. Based on findings that most recurrences after BCS for early breast cancer usually occur within or near the original tumor bed, partial breast irradiation (PBI) has become the focus of many cancer centers. Moreover, various centers have investigated the indications for BCS without radiotherapy (BCS only) (4,5). Thus, BCS and WBI, BCS and PBI or BCS only jointly constitute the individualized treatment strategy for early-stage breast cancer.

PBI is still in the clinical research stage. No consensus has been reached on numerous issues, such as indications, target area identification and fractionation methods. The aim of this study was to examine the use of PBI with a conventional fractionated three-dimensional conformal modality. Since the target volume was the only factor of this PBI protocol that varied from standard WBI, local tumor control was the focus and sole end point of this trial. Only once PBI has been determined to confer the same local tumor control benefits as WBI can this technique be examined in phase II trials.

Materials and methods

Patient eligibility. All patients had AJCC clinical stage I breast cancer, and the specific eligibility requirements were as follows: patients were ≥40 years of age, had no history of prior malignancy and had unifocal breast cancer (single focus that could be encompassed by 1 tylectomy), T ≤2 cm (T1), pN0, and pathological types that included invasive ductal carcinoma of grade I-II and non-lobular invasive carcinoma with no extensive intraductal components (EIC). In addition, patients were required to have surgical margins negative (≥5 mm) for cancer.

Simulation, treatment planning and treatment. Treatment planning and delivery were performed with the patient in a supine position with a vacuum phantom fixed to expose the breasts. All patients underwent a CT breast simulation. The clinical breast borders and lumpectomy scar were marked with radiopaque catheters. CT images were acquired at 5-mm
intervals starting at or above the mandible and extending 2 cm below the inframammary fold to the costophrenic angle (including the entire lung). The lumpectomy cavity, ipsilateral breast, ipsilateral and contralateral lungs, and heart were contoured. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as uniform expansion of the excision cavity volume by 15-20 mm (Figs. 1 and 2). The post-operative scar, post-operative B ultrasonic and six surgical clips (Fig. 3) were used to determine the boundaries of the cavity volume. In order to ensure satisfactory cosmetic results and to reduce adverse reactions, the CTV was limited to an area 5 mm from the skin surface and lung-chest wall interface. The planning target volume (PTV) was designed to provide a margin around the CTV to compensate for the variability of treatment set-up and motion of the breast with breathing. A minimum 10-mm region surrounding the CTV was required (superior, inferior, medial and lateral dimension). Moreover, PTV was limited to exclude the region outside the patient and the first 5 mm of tissue under the skin and to also exclude (if applicable) the PTV expanded area within the lung. Dose calculation was carried out using the organization's non-uniformity correction. Treatment planning was made by the Varian Eclipse TPS system. Three-to-five fields were arranged using 6-MV photons for lesions. Field arrangements were made at the discretion of the physician and determined by 3D treatment planning to produce the optimal conformal plan in accordance with volume definitions (described below). The treatment plan used for each patient was based on an analysis of the volumetric dose, including DVH analyses of the PTV and critical normal tissues.

When no chemotherapy was administered, it was recommended that radiotherapy start within 8 weeks of surgery. When chemotherapy was administered first, it was recommended that radiotherapy to start a minimum of 2 weeks after the last cycle of chemotherapy. A prescribed total dose of 60 Gy was administered, 2 Gy daily administered on 5 consecutive working days (from Monday to Friday).

**Normal tissue dose-limiting requirement**

**Breast tissue dose limits.** It was recommended that ≥50% of the ipsilateral whole breast receive <60% of the prescribed dose, and that any point in the contralateral breast receive <5% of the prescribed dose.

**Lung tissue dose limits.** It was recommended that <15% of the ipsilateral lung receive 30% of the prescribed dose, and that <15% of the contralateral lung receive 5% of the prescribed dose.

**Heart tissue dose constraints.** For right-sided lesions, it was recommended that <5% of the heart receive 5% of the prescribed dose, while for left-sided lesions it was recommended that <5% of the heart receive 40% of the prescribed dose.

**Quality assurance evaluation.** Ninety-five percent of the isodose surface covered 100% of the PTV. All critical normal tissue DVH limits were met.
Statistical requirement. Reproducibility and safety were the early clinical trial primary end points. The optimal two-stage design by Simon was used (6). The p-value was taken as the true indicator of whether the final result was acceptable or marginally acceptable, and hence that the technique was reproducible. The statistical test hypothesis was: $H_0$, $p \leq p_0 (=80\%)$ vs. $H_1$, $p \geq p_1 (=95\%)$, two types of errors, $\alpha=5\%$, $\beta=10\%$. Given these parameters, 19 eligible patients were required for the first stage of the two-stage design. However, in our experiments only 12 patients were eligible. When \( \geq 2 \) treatments from these 12 were scored as unacceptable, early discontinuation of the study was recommended; otherwise accrual of data was continued.

Follow-up study. The final date for the follow-up study was June 2010. Overall survival time was calculated as time from disease diagnosis to death or until the final date of the follow-up interval.

Results

The result of the follow-up study. All patients were followed up for at least 41 months. No case was lost and the follow-up rate was 100%.

Patient characteristics. The pre-treatment characteristics for all eligible patients including the first 12 evaluable patients are shown in Table I.

Treatment efficacy and adverse reactions. All patients were followed up for at least 41 months, and presented a 0% rate of local recurrence and distant metastasis. Data regarding adverse reactions are presented in Table II.

Discussion

Individualized treatment for patients with early-stage breast cancer consists of BCS and irradiation (WBI or PBI) or BCS only, based on the fact that two subgroups of patients co-exist: those who are presumed to have occult disease and those who are free of tumor residue. However, it is not currently possible to identify these two patient subgroups.

To date, all trials regarding the omission of irradiation therapy, even in highly selected low-risk early breast cancer patients treated with BCS, have been unsuccessful (7-9). In addition, it has been consistently demonstrated that the local recurrence rate is significantly lower when adjuvant radiotherapy is administered to the mammary gland (10,11). As a result, combined with the concept of the multicentric origin of breast cancer, WBI has become the standard procedure after BCS. However, many authors have questioned the necessity of WBI in early-stage breast cancer, since most of the local recurrences have been observed to occur near or close to the tumor bed, justifying the administration of PBI (12,13). If PBI proves to be efficacious, it will offer the potential advantage of reduced treatment-related toxicity and improvement in the quality of life of patients by confining treatment to a limited volume of breast tissue adjacent to the lumpectomy cavity and by decreasing the volume of lung and heart that is irradiated as compared to WBI (14).

A number of studies on PBI have been carried out in North America and Europe, and most clinical results are promising (15-17). Recently, a detailed systematic review analyzed almost all aspects of accelerated PBI (APBI), including the history of the patients and the rationale for the selection of the APBI treatment techniques used, as well as the radiobiological aspects (18). In this review, the ipsilateral breast recurrence rates for most APBI cases were lower than 8% compared to patients receiving WBI. The most comprehensive study was from the William
Beaumont Hospital, USA, where 199 patients were enrolled from 1993. The inclusion criteria included patients ≥40 years of age with ductal carcinoma only, T ≤3 cm, no EIC, pN0 (prior to 1997 also pN1) and negative surgical margins ≥2 mm. The 5-year actuarial local failure rate was only 1.2% after APBI with interstitial brachytherapy, as compared to WBI. We based our inclusion criteria for APBI on those of the William Beaumont Hospital (19), with certain adjustments: negative surgical margins were increased to ≥5 mm and only patients who placed extreme emphasis on the protection of normal tissues were included.

The only non-invasive technique for APBI is three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT). The local failure rate for APBI by 3D-CRT is comparable to that of brachytherapy or other invasive techniques, such as mammotome or intraoperative radiation (20). 3D-CRT is more acceptable as it eliminates the need for an additional surgical procedure, has an improved dose homogeneity, and reduces the risk of fat necrosis. Furthermore, 3D-CRT has become common practice at most cancer centers, including those in developing countries, and does not require additional medical staff training, unlike brachytherapy. In the present study, 12 patients were treated with 3D-CRT; 95% of the isodose surface covered 100% of the PTV, the average area of the breast that received 115% of the prescribed dose was zero. The most common adverse reactions were grade 2 radioactive erythema in 2 (17%) cases and pigment deposition in 10 (83%). All patients had satisfactory cosmetic results.

In China, BCS is not a commonly opted for procedure compared to Western countries. In the West, younger women with a higher education level and a good socioeconomic status generally tend to undergo BCS. Some patients have no alternative besides BCS due to combined heart and/or lung morbidity. Almost all patients treated with BCS fulfill 5-6 weeks of conventional fractionated irradiation. In mainland China, patients who decide to undergo BCS are usually prepared for conventional fraction irradiation, but consider tumor control and improvement in the quality of life. Thus, our PBI trial design was focused on controlling the local tumor recurrence rate. In our opinion, the goal of any PBI trial is the comparability of the local tumor control of PBI to that of WBI. Although each of the APBI dose-fractionation schedules is determined by referring to the equivalent biological dose (BED) (21), in comparison with conventional fractionation, the BED is an indeterminate factor that may impact the results of an APBI trial. Therefore, a combination of conventional fractionation with 3D-CRT was used to ensure a logistically simpler and more practical method for PBI testing.

In our study, 12 patients complied with the conditions of the trial. The patients were followed up for more than 41 months, and no cases of recurrence or distant metastasis were noted. PBI and WBI appeared to demonstrate an equivalent local tumor control rate. In addition, the present study demonstrated the superior efficacy and cosmetic results of BPI, and the patients experienced few adverse reactions.

Due to the slow nature of local recurrences in breast cancer, a very long follow-up is required. This research is therefore still in its initial stages. Moreover, the number of cases was limited. Thus, further studies are necessary in order to reach an objective conclusion.
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Table II. Adverse reactions related to radiotherapy in the studied patients (n=12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse reactions, n (%)</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood/bone marrow</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphatic</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast atrophy/tissue fibrosis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigmentation</td>
<td>10 (83)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute skin reaction</td>
<td>8 (67)</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast hematoma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary/lung fibrosis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Worst overall events: pigmentation 10 (83%); acute skin reaction 2 (17%).


